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Nobia accelerates its transformation journey with 
manufacturing consolidation in the UK 
Nobia has unveiled plans to further consolidate its manufacturing operations in the UK as part of its 
ongoing UK transformation strategy. The company will be relocating its current manufacturing facility 
in Halifax to the Darlington manufacturing site, with the building in Halifax set to be repurposed as a 
storage facility.  

The closure of the Halifax manufacturing site is expected to incur a total cost of approximately 4.7 
MGBP, of which 2.2 MGBP is non-cash. The cost will be included in Nobia’s second quarter results as 
items affecting comparability. Approximately 60 full-time equivalent employees in Halifax will be 
affected by the consolidation. Nobia is committed to supporting impacted team members and 
exploring alternative employment opportunities wherever feasible. 

"Our UK transformation is going according to plan and the closure of Halifax forms part of our 
initiative to considerably lower our fixed cost base and restore profitability in the UK" said Jon Sintorn, 
President and CEO, Nobia. 
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